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About This Game

A brilliant but misunderstood professor, you've been to the Tree of Life, and lived to tell about it. Only no one will believe you.
Your students have even begun to make fun of you… Until an elderly gentleman shows up at your door, and your whole life

changes once again.

Are the Three Stones really a portal to another world? Find that out and more as you follow your colleague's trail to track down
the truth of his strange disappearance. Explore beautiful, strange worlds, and watch out for surprising twists that will leave you

wondering. If the tiara fits…

This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won’t find in the standard version. The Collector’s
Edition includes:

Play the bonus game to bring back the Sun Diamond!
Find collectible dog biscuits and flitting fairies!

Get soundtracks, wallpapers, screensavers, and concept art
Read more in the Lore Book

Use the available Strategy Guide
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amaranthine voyage the living mountain collector's edition walkthrough. amaranthine voyage the living mountain collector's
edition

The game is okay, but I think if anyone is interested in this stuff, it's recommended.. There wasn't much there, it was a fairly
barebones and basic story with pretty one dimensional characters.. Making bigger boobs doesn't make the game unique. This is
obviously a copy/clone of "Deep Space Waifu".
Although this game is cheaper than DSW the mechanics are lacking. DSW has a more enjoyable game experience than this.

I do not recommend. For the real deal check out: "Deep Space Waifu". its fun but...
english: round 1/4
ok!
spanish: redondo 1/4
WTF!!!
must be "ronda","asalto" or round...
fix that please.. Two pounds for just one solitary puzzle sounds a touch steep. Besides, I'm not too sure about calling it a pack
when it's just one puzzle.. I'm trying to think of any cons with GTR2, but I'm struggling:

- Yes, the graphics are a tad dated, *but* the game is eleven-and-a-half-years old, so a bit of leeway has to be given there. Plus it
means the game can run on pretty much anything remotely modern.

- No, this is not as "hardcore ultimate simulation-ness" as the likes of the more modern Project CARS and Assetto Corsa
offerings may be, *but* the game is all that more accessible - mainly because it comes with three different handling models
depending on your play style. The less "simulation-y" settings don't do the fancy modern tap-brake-to-drift thing, but remain
logic-based - obviously a 600 bhp Chrysler Viper race car will do many oversteers if you dump the throttle coming out of a
corner, but if you ease off for just a moment, you'll be fine.

As for the outright pros, then:

- Comes with dynamic transitions between day and night. Want to recreate the 24 Hours of Spa? The game will do that. A night
race at Imola, you say? Why not. Again, this is an eleven-and-a-half-year old game.

- Comes with dynamic rain. Yes, it's a bit glitchy in the standard game, but there is a way to make it work as intended. Consider
for a second that Gran Turismo only got this with 2010's Gran Turismo 5 (and subsequently ditched it again for Sport), Forza
Motorsport is still having trouble getting the "dynamic" part to work and Assetto Corsa and rFactor couldn't even be bothered.

- The sheer number of cars on track at any point can, on some tracks, exceed 60. Granted, the AI is a bit derpy at times, but
*refers to age of game*. Also consider that quite a few modern titles limit themselves at ~30, if that.

- Probably the most mods of any PC racing game bar the made-for-mods rFactor. You can literally fill a harddrive with
excellent mods from the interwebs, anything from extra tracks like La Sarthe, Nürburgring, Laguna Seca and Suzuka to new
cars like 1990's GT1, World Touring Cars, Super GT.. if the track and racing series exists, odds are very much in favor of there
being a mod for it. And all this is before we get into how surprisingly easy it is to mess with various aspects of the game using
nothing more than Notepad.

Much like the rFactor it shares game engine with, this is a masterclass in game design - the base game is up to modern standards
as-is (after you install the Ferrari/Porsche fix, that is), but a plethora of user-created content has made it even more of a must-
have.
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I only played the game for around 10 min and oh boy it’s fun. Hosting servers is easy, the game is simple, but also complex at
the same time. +rep. I guess I'm going to write a review about this game.

First off, the marketing arrowed me in the heart like a professional Robin Hood. They posted a link and blurb on IFDB.tads.org:
"Steal and raise a baby war gryphon!"

That was all I needed to read. I couldn't hit "BUY" fast enough. I was that Fry meme, incarnate. SHUT UP AND TAKE MY
MONEY.

But unlike CoG's "SLAMMED!", which sucked me into the story to the point where I *lived through it, mannnn!* (and you
should really buy SLAMMED! immediately), I just couldn't get my head into this game (and I really wanted to, see para. 2). I
had a really hard time keeping track of who was who and what everybody's different griffin looked like (which is, I think, kind
of important when visualizing the story). tl;dr The writing just didn't generate strong enough mental pictures for me and I
couldn't stay engaged.

Then I died before (I think) any real adventure started. So I hung it up, meaning to try another day and...I just haven't.
So it is with heavy heart I say that I can't recommend this game even though you get to raise a baby griffin. But ifever I give it
another try and it turns out better for me, I will update this review.
. This is okay.The story is nice, sound is good but the controls and menu options are annoying to me. I don't see any reason for
this to not have a fullscreen option or the ability to use wasd at all. A good experience overall but doesn't have any real reason to
replay.. One of the best games of 2011! Even though I did not purchase it then. I highly recommend this game. There is a lot of
things to do even after you finish the game, and with all the DLC, the game is even that more amazing! But like I said, I highly
recommend Batman: Arkham City! And I think if you play it and haven't already seen the ending or even know what happens
then I think you'll be surprised!. works great for gmod. This game is fantastic. It's a great digital version of the board game. It's
easy to play with friends and it looks fantastic.. I hate to say it but is seems very unfinished and not very scarry at all almost
childish, it could have potential but realy unfinished game with no point or story...
I realy don't recomend this as a game at all.... Another RPGMaker game. I feel like all of them are almost the same.
BUT! This one is different - free, using other kind of sprites, which dialogues that person saying is marked with 'text
background' color. Some puzzles, not actual fighting.

But still the way how this kind of games works pisses me off - because it's all making game slow. You want to switch position of
something? You need to skip 3 texts, then choose one of 4 options. Great. Then make it couple times, cause you have couple
things to change. It ain't fun. It's funnier when you step from one side and it turns into other. But no... that's definitely too hard
to make. Ugh...
I tried to like this game.. Simple Great game with friend casual !
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